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UK Manufacturers of  Luxury Ceramic Brands

Every piece in the Silverdale range is handcrafted in the heart of the
English Potteries by Silverdale Bathrooms.

Using a whole range of skills, passed down through generations of craftsmen,
together with the finest English china clay, we have created the Silverdale

range of handcrafted ceramics creating
CONTEMPORARY EXCELLENCE

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 20%
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Craftsmanship no
machine can equal
Silverdale is one of the few remaining Bathroom 
Ceramic factories in the UK today and we continue to
manufacture all that we sell at our plant in the heart 
of the English potteries. 
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Silverdale Contemporary Excellence
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Silverdale remains a bench cast manufacturing plant, in that it still produces premium ceramic by hand, in most cases because it simply can’t be made
any other way. The skills our potters use have been passed down from previous generations through apprenticeship programmes and rigorous training,
something that continues at the company today, helping to secure the future of our luxury ranges.

We know the quality of our ceramic is the best in the world 
because our customers and competitors tell us so. It’s truly 
fascinating to see a potter create one of our ceramic pieces for
the bathroom, the skillset and judgement is something no 
machine, computer or competitor can equal. 
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t all starts with the raw materials China Clay, Ball Clay, Feldspar and Silica Sand all
sourced from the UK and mixed together to create a homogenous casting slip, the 

density and fluid properties of which are critical and being a natural material,
ever changeable.

This mix is sieved and as slip, poured into plaster of Paris moulds, individually made for
each piece, which through a capillary action, draws the moisture out of the clay.
Each mould lasts just 60 casts before it too has to be re-made. After a few hours in the
mould the potters have to de-mould the item and let it carefully dry for up to five days in
a controlled temperature environment, before it is ready for hand glazing and firing
in the kiln.

Due to the complexity and detail of the Silverdale product, each mould is created from
multiple pieces, this Windsor Pan mould (left) is assembled using 12 separate individual
mould pieces, whilst our most complex wc pan uses 28 seperate parts.

The skilled glazers ensure that all exposed edges contain glaze to give the product its
stunning sheen. They need to spray without overlap, that’s much harder that it looks, as 
mistakes can’t be seen until the product comes out of the finished kiln. In total each piece
is sprayed with 3 layers of our finest quality glaze giving it a depth of shine and finish we
call Pureglaze™.

I Each piece is then loaded on a cart, positioned to deliver the best possible result and
driven into the kiln. Each kiln fires the pot at 1215 °C for the initial firing and once more at
800 °C for firing on the branding logo to last a lifetime on each item.

At each stage in the process quality checks are made and any item not reaching our 
stringent standards is recycled. As a final test, every WC is 100% vacuum checked to 
ensure it’s completely watertight and ready for installation and use.

Silverdale manufacture all bathroom pieces in Vitreous china, the finest clay, which not
only gives the best quality finish, but once fired doesn’t absorb any water, ensuring all 
Silverdale products remain hygienic and bacteria free for life.

SILVERDALE GUARANTEE – LASTS A LIFETIME

We are so confident that our quality will last a lifetime that we protect your investment
with a lifetime guarantee on all ceramic pieces. This comprehensive guarantee covers the
products against the event of any material or manufacturing defect. The guarantee is just
one of our commitments to total quality, assuring that your Silverdale product will give you
the highest level of performance and lasting good looks for years to come.

Pouring the slip De moulding the pans Each potter proudly adds his name stamp. Glazing booth
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Silverdale Ceramic

Collection
Contemporary Excellence

Silverdale offers you a choice of eight ceramic bathroom collections in
bright white with a selection in black gloss too, all available in our
Pureglaze™ finish. We have a style of pottery to suit any contemporary
or classical taste and coupled with its sister brand, B C Sanitan offering
Traditional Excellence, we have a style to suit any home.

Whilst specialists in the production of quality ceramic products, the 
Silverdale collection also offers complementary Baths and Brassware 
developed with like minded quality European supply partners.

All our products are sold exclusively through specialist bathroom retailers 
in the UK and throughout the world, who are trained to understand the
technical nature of a bathroom sale enabling you to buy
with confidence.

If you have any questions on the Silverdale range of products or wish to
know where you can purchase them please call on (0)1782-717175 or
visit our website at www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk. Scan the QR code
to take you straight there.
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Windsor
Windsor has pushed all technical boundaries of vitrified china production
and the result is simply beautiful. Vitrified china is similar to the material
used for china tea cups, it is the finest quality clay and results in the
purest finish, but getting that china to remain in shape with pieces as
large as Windsor is pure craftsmanship.

The result is a seamless product achieved using multiple mould casings
and a unique double box cavity construction that ensures no sinking or
visible deformation within the kiln. Windsor is a non-symmetrical design
in a solid yet fluid shape created in conjunction with one of the worlds
most famous design houses in Italy – Pininfarina. It was a challenge that
no one thought possible to make and we made it happen at
Silverdale Bathrooms.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK
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WindsorCollection
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Each piece of Windsor is made in our Staffordshire factory and incorporates our Pureglaze™ finish. Our ceramics are glazed to the highest standards by
hand allowing us to ensure an evenness and effective coverage no machine can match.... There is simply no visible area left unglazed. The result has to be
seen and it’s only available in specialist bathroom retailers.
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All Windsor basins come complete with a matching ceramic clicker waste and are 
designed to suit brassware that is worktop or wall mounted.

a: 80cm countertop basin black SILWI680BLK £650.00

b: 60cm countertop basin SILWI660 £498.00
60cm countertop basin black (not pictured) SILWI660BLK £559.00

c: 80cm countertop basin SILWI680 £590.00

d: Basin detailing soap dish and ceramic clicker waste
Basin clicker waste also available in chrome JACUNI100 £ 62.00
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WindsorCollection
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We’ve been making toilets in our factory in Silverdale for over 30 years and they are the most difficult piece a potter can produce for the bathroom.
It’s a large piece of clay to remain stable in a kiln, the channels have to ensure all water drains away and all areas need to be fully glazed, but we’ve
definitely mastered it. In Windsor we have two options, what we call floor mounted, so it effectively secures to the floor and wall mounted which hangs
by the use of a hanging frame behind the wall or within furniture. Both require a hidden cistern see page 72 for our selection.
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The Windsor bidet comes with one hole for your choice of bidet mixer tap.

e: Wall mounted WC pan SILWI101 £634.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILWI501 £220.00

f: Back to wall WC pan SILWI102 £505.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILWI501 £220.00

g: Wall mounted bidet * SILWI401 £655.00

h: Back to wall bidet * SILWI400 £599.00

*One tap hole.
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Oxbridge
Oxbridge carries many truly unique design features. Its tapered basin
edges stretch almost to a point, its pedestal narrows to an elegant base
and it appears when placed together that the basin and pedestal are
completely seamless.

The WC Pan is manufactured using multi-piece moulds and craftsmen to
create the seamless step to follow the basin and pedestal design and 
appear to exaggerate the size of the more than ample pan and seat. It is
manufactured in the finest vitrified china and made in the heart of the
English potteries and finished with Pureglaze™ our hand glazed stamp
of quality.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK



OxbridgeCollection
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One of our most recent additions, Oxbridge offers a wider choice of ceramic pieces enabling you to create a cohesive look throughout all your bathing
rooms in your home. Each piece is created from numerous moulds allowing it to stay perfectly in place when fired in our kilns, the result is a finish not 
easily achieved in such fine vitrified china.
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The main basin is available with a ‘full pedestal’ down to the floor or a shorter 
‘semi-pedestal’ option. The elliptical countertop basin is a great alternative to a standard
basin and pedestal, especially when using furniture storage within the room, and it is 
designed to suit deck or wall mounted brassware. All basins in Oxbridge come complete
with a chrome clicker waste

a: 63cm pedestal basin * SILOX660 £388.00
Full tall pedestal SILOX300 £211.00

b: 63cm pedestal basin * SILOX660 £388.00
Semi pedestal SILOX301 £200.00

c: 44cm unermount basin SILOX644 £205.00
48cm undermount basin (not pictured) SILOX648 £241.00

d: 60cm countertop basin SILOX601 £269.00

e: 60cm countertop basin detailing chrome clicker waste

f: 46cm cloakroom basin * SILOX645 £243.00
Cloakroom semi pedestal SILOX303 £172.00

*One tap hole.
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OxbridgeCollection
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Oxbridge gives you a choice of toilets and bidets too. A close coupled toilet is where the cistern sits on top of the pan, or if you have furniture to house a
cistern select the back to wall pan instead. The third option is the wall hung pan, which requires the need to house the cistern in a wall or furniture and a
framework on which to hang the pan or bidet. See page 72 to select which one will work best for you.
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g: Wall mounted WC pan SILOX101 £398.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILOX501 £241.00

Wall mounted bidet * SILOX401 £492.00

h: Close coupled WC pan SILOX100 £424.00
Shrouded cistern for close coupled pan SILOX201 £223.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILOX501 £241.00

i: Back to wall WC pan SILOX102 £398.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILOX501 £241.00

Back to wall bidet * SILOX400 £493.00

*One tap hole.
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Tate
The Tate range has a striking geometric design whose components 
subtly interlock, very evident when viewed from above. The design flows
out from the key basin and pedestal, the pedestal being our most 
challenging creation, its angles so sharp and proportions so narrow at its
base. It is hand made using a multi-mould casing and a unique double
box cavity construction that ensures no sinking or deformation
on the piece.

The collection is complemented with a patented waste in basins and
bidets that come in a range of colours and, as with all our pieces 
manufactured in our UK factory, it is finished with Pureglaze™ our hand
glazed stamp of quality.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK
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The basin options in the Tate range are vast, offering great flexibility in bathroom design. We have options for basins to sit on full or semi pedestals or to
mount onto furniture with our countertop designs, the latter requiring deck or wall-mounted brassware. Whichever you choose each basin and bidet
come with waste covers in a choice of four colours; red, black, white or chrome, which you can change to suit your décor.
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Tate looks amazing in black ceramic too and is available as a countertop option in a 
couple of sizes. All basins and bidets include waste and 4 colour inserts. If you decide on a
countertop basin check if you need a bottle trap to hide the plumbing and an extended
pop up waste, as shown on image (e).

a: 65cm basin No tap hole: SILTA665 One tap hole: SILTA667 £373.00

Full pedestal 67cm SILTA300 £145.00
(This basin will suit a full or semi pedestal)

b: 60cm basin No tap hole: SILTA660 One tap hole: SILTA661 £301.00

Semi pedestal SILTA301 £157.00
(This basin will suit a full or semi pedestal)

c: 48cm cloakroom basin No tap hole: SILTA645 One tap hole: SILTA646 £212.00

Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00

d: 55cm countertop basin No tap hole: SILTA612 £255.00

45cm countertop basin (not pictured) No tap hole: SILTA602 £237.00

e: 70cm countertop basin No tap hole: SILTA670 One tap hole: SILTA671 £398.00

Waste adapter for countertop installation JANEXWASTEADAPT £  12.00

f: 45cm countertop basin black No tap hole: SILTA602BLK £288.00

55cm countertop basin black (not pictured) No tap hole: SILTA612BLK £323.00
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TateCollection
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The Tate Close Coupled Pan & Cistern are a great example of hand cast British ceramic quality; a perfectly aligned twinned piece with sharp radius 
corners, engineered to fit perfectly together with precision casting. The range of WC Pans and Bidets in Tate allows for both wall hung and floor mounted
installations. Don’t miss out on coupling the WC Pan with a bidet, they were designed to go together in this range as mirror opposites.

red black

white chrome
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Each Bidet and Basin in Tate includes waste covers in a choice of four colours; Red, black,
white and chrome.

g: Wall mounted WC pan SILTA101 £452.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILTA501 £204.00

Wall mounted bidet * SILTA401 £533.00

h: Close coupled WC pan SILTA100 £312.00
Shrouded cistern for close coupled pan SILTA201 £217.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILTA501 £204.00

i: Back to wall WC pan SILTA102 £399.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILTA501 £204.00

Back to wall bidet * SILTA400 £487.00

*One tap hole.   For a detailed explanation of toilet and cistern options and terms see page 72.
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Ascot
Ascot is simply a modern classic that will transcend fashion. Its clean and
slimline rim on all pieces, which is surprisingly complex to produce, 
results in an inner bowl of ample proportions across each piece. It is UK 
manufactured in the finest vitrified china for the smoothest ceramic finish
and glazed by hand to exacting standards using our trade mark 
Pureglaze™ technique.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK
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AscotCollection
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Ascot offers ultra fine basin rims and large deep bowls with seamless styling. Its perpendicular basins and wall fittings are engineered to a perfect 90
degrees. Whether you want a basin with pedestal or to sit on or in furniture, or you want worktop, ceramic or wall mounted brassware, there’s lots of 
options to choose from in Ascot.
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The quality of ceramic and finish on any Silverdale basin is world class. Make sure you visit
your local Silverdale retailer to compare before you buy. Remember to order your waste
separately it is not included with the Ascot basins.

a: 55cm basin no tap hole: SILAS655 one tap hole: SILAS656 £278.00

Full pedestal 67cm * SILAS300 £118.00
Full tall pedestal 70.5cm * (not pictured) SILAS305 £125.00

b: 55cm basin no tap hole: SILAS655 one tap hole: SILAS656 £278.00

Semi pedestal SILUN1321 £135.00

c: 45cm cloakroom basin one tap hole: SILAS645 £169.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00
Cloakroom semi pedestal (not pictured) SILUNI302 £118.00

d: 55cm countertop basin no tap hole: SILAS612 £255.00

e: 37cm countertop basin no tap hole: SILAS602 £198.00

f: 55cm semi countertop basin one tap hole: SILAS603 £337.00

Basin clicker waste in chrome JACUNI100 £  62.00

* For sizing on all pieces within Ascot see page 84.
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AscotCollection
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All toilet seats within the Silverdale collection are designed and created specifically to suit the shape of pan and are available with a standard or soft close
feature. What timeless luxury to never hear the sound of a toilet seat closing again, even when children are visiting your bathroom.

g

h
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Select from a number of toilet options. A close coupled toilet is where the cistern sits on
the toilet, a back to wall option is where the pan sits on the floor and backs onto furniture
which holds an internal cistern. Finally a wall hung pan requires a hanging bracket fitted
behind the wall or into furniture, see page 72 for details.

g: 70cm countertop basin * SILAS622 £362.00

h: 55cm inset vanity basin * SILAS606 £229.00

i: Close coupled WC pan SILAS100 £255.00
Close coupled cistern for close coupled pan SILAS200 £208.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILAS501 £151.00

j: Wall mounted WC pan SILAS101 £364.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILAS501 £151.00

Wall mounted bidet (one tap hole) SILAS401 £393.00

k: Back to wall WC pan SILAS102 £346.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILAS501 £151.00

Back to wall bidet (one tap hole) SILAS400 £365.00

Toilet seat without soft close feature SILAS500 £123.00

*No tap hole.
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Henley
Creating a contemporary look in the bathroom doesn’t have to cost the
earth. Henley not only represents value for money, but it is versatile too,
offering a great choice of ceramic pieces. This squarer block design is very
popular, especially the WC pan which is without doubt the best selling
pan in the Silverdale collection. With large flat surfaces, it’s great to keep
clean and really shows off the lustre of its 3 coats of Pureglaze™ finish.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK
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HenleyCollection
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There are eight basin options in the Henley collection, all available in Pureglaze™ white but with a few also available in our stunning black finish. Consider
if you want your basin matched with a full or semi pedestal or perhaps finished with a contemporary bottle trap (see (c) below), which finishes off the
pipework tidily under the basin. Other options include basins inset into furniture or worktops, semi recessed into furniture or physically sat on the 
furniture; we refer to these as Countertop basins.
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Remember to order your basin waste, they don’t come with the Henley basins.

a: 55cm basin * SILHE655 £203.00
Full tall pedestal 70cm SILUNI305 £  84.00
Semi pedestal (not pictured) SILUNI301 £102.00
60cm basin * (not pictured) SILHE660 £241.00

b: 45cm countertop basin * SILHE602 £189.00
55cm countertop basin * (not pictured) SILHE609 £216.00
55cm countertop basin black * (not pictured) SILHE609BLK £236.00
45cm countertop basin black * (not pictured) SILHE602BLK £211.00

c: 55cm Semi countertop basin * SILHE603 £249.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00

d: 55cm inset vanity basin * SILHE606 £179.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00

e: 45cm cloakroom basin * SILHE645 £175.00
Cloakroom semi pedestal SILUNI303 £118.00
Cloakroom full pedestal (not pictured) SILUNI302 £ 90.00

f: 41cm micro basin (left hand as pictured) * (L) SILHE605 £129.00
(R) SILHE615 £129.00

*One tap hole.
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HenleyCollection
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The square WC pan in Henley is a complex piece to manufacture in vitrified china. We make it by hand using a multi-mould casing. It is a solid cast 
construction that ensures no sinking or visible deformation creating perfectly smooth pans with both WC Pan & Cistern perfectly aligned and an 
engineered fit achieved with precision casting. The shrouded Henley WC pan looks stunningly proportioned and is a great alternative to our standard 
cistern size.

g
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Ask your retailer which WC Pan will work best in your bathroom. The wall mounted WC
pans and bidet look great and are very practical allowing for cleaning underneath, but
you’ll need an internal flushing cistern and wall hanging frame to make it work,
see page 72.

g: Back to wall WC pan SILHE102 £335.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILHE501 £140.00

Back to wall bidet SILHE400 £392.00

h: Close coupled WC pan SILHE100 £252.00
Close coupled cistern for close coupled pan SILHE200 £162.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILHE501 £140.00

i: Close coupled WC pan SILHE100 £252.00
Shrouded cistern for close coupled pan SILHE201 £173.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILHE501 £140.00

j: Wall mounted WC Pan SILHE101 £345.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILHE501 £140.00

Wall mounted Bidet SILHE401 £358.00
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Esher
Esher, with its unique and distinctive wrap around rim is both stylish and
functional. It’s a style that has been adopted across all the pieces to
create a contemporary and versatile suite thanks to the wide choice of
basin types. We are so proud of our hand made, UK produced product
that each piece comes with a fired Silverdale logo and stamped with the
casters name.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK
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EsherCollection
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With no fewer than 6 different basin types Esher gives you a wide choice of styling options to suit any situation from a master bathroom to a compact
cloakroom. Whether you want a basin with pedestal or sat on or in furniture or you want deck, ceramic or wall mounted brassware, there’s lots of
options to choose from in Esher.
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Remember to order your basin waste, they don’t come with the Esher basins.

a: 60cm basin one tap hole: SILES661 three tap hole: SILES663 £198.00

Full pedestal 65cm SILES300 £118.00

b: 50cm basin no tap hole: SILES650 one tap hole: SILES651 £170.00

Semi pedestal SILES301 £135.00

c: 40cm countertop basin round no tap hole: SILES606 £199.00
Basin clicker waste in chrome JACUNI100 £  62.00

d: 55cm semi countertop basin one tap hole: SILES603 £209.00

e: 44cm countertop basin no tap hole: SILES602 £199.00

Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00

f: 50cm semi countertop basin one tap hole: SILAS603 £337.00

Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00
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EsherCollection
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All toilet seats within the Silverdale collection are designed and created specifically to suit the shape of pan and are available with a standard or soft close
feature. What timeless luxury to never hear the sound of a toilet seat closing again, even when children are visiting your bathroom.

g
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With our range of wall hung, or back to wall toilets and bidets you will need to choose
hanging frame and / or concealed cistern to complete your bathroom. See our range on
page 72 for details.

g: 45cm cloakroom basin with integral towel rail (one tap hole) SILES646 £242.00
45cm cloakroom basin (one tap hole, not pictured) SILES645 £175.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00

h: Close coupled WC pan SILES100 £219.00
Cistern for close coupled pan SILES200 £173.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILES501 £140.00

i: Back to wall WC pan SILES102 £349.00
Toilet seat without soft close feature SILHE500 £  66.00

Back to wall bidet (one tap hole) SILES400 £334.00

j: Wall mounted WC pan SILES101 £330.00
Toilet seat without soft close feature SILHE500 £  66.00

Wall mounted bidet (one tap hole) SILES401 £334.00
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Richmond
Richmond has the widest range of pieces, making it our most versatile
collection. It’s grown with time as its popularity has increased and its no
wonder with its simply beautiful asymmetric design. Clean and fresh in
white and transforming to look almost art deco in black, both made
from quality vitrified china offering an unsurpassed depth of glaze 
and colour.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK
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RichmondCollection
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For a taste of Richmond’s versatility, consider your basin options alone. You have a range of sizes to choose from including models for pedestal, 
semi-pedestal or countertop mounting. There are further designs for cloakrooms, ensuites or other areas where space is at a premium. Silverdale also
offer two sizes of pedestal in the Richmond collection for choice and comfort.
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a: 50cm basin * SILRI650 £140.00
Full pedestal 67cm SILUN1300 £  68.00
Full pedestal black 67cm (not pictured) SILUN1300BLK £  78.00
Full tall pedestal 70cm (not pictured) SILUN1305 £  84.00
Full tall pedestal black 70cm (not pictured) SILUN1305BLK £  92.00
55cm basin * (not pictured) SILRI655 £140.00
55cm basin black* (not pictured) SILRI655BLK £269.00

b: 60 cm basin * SILRI660 £140.00
Semi pedestal SILRI301 £118.00
60 cm basin black (not pictured) * SILRI660BLK £169.00

c: 45cm cloakroom basin * SILRI645 £165.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUNI200 £129.00
Cloakroom semi pedestal (not pictured) SILUNI303 £118.00
45 cm cloakroom basin black * SILRI645BLK £181.00

d: 44cm countertop teardrop basin (no tap hole) SILRI602 £199.00
44cm countertop teardrop basin black (no tap hole, not pictured) SILRI602BLK £221.00

e: 44cm countertop round basin black (no tap hole) SILRI606BLK £220.00
44cm countertop round basin (no tap hole, not pictured) SILRI606 £199.00

f: 55cm semi countertop basin * SILRI603 £196.00
55cm semi countertop basin black * (not pictured) SILRI603BLK £219.00

Basin clicker waste in chrome JACUNI100 £  62.00
Universal basin bottle trap in chrome UNTACBBSCHR £  58.00
* One tap hole

e
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RichmondCollection
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Richmond offers a few toilet options. Select from a close coupled pan and cistern which comes complete with cistern flushing internals pre-fitted within
the ceramic cistern. If you want to hide your cistern internals in the wall or furniture, you can opt for a pan that fits snug to the wall, our ‘back to wall’ or
‘wall mounted’ options are our shortest projection pans at only 57 and 50cm respectively. Both these latter options need internal cisterns purchasing 
separately and in the case of a wall hung pan or bidet, a hanging frame see page 72.

g
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g: 45cm corner basin * SILRI601 £135.00
45cm corner basin black * (not pictured) SILRI601BLK £149.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUNI200 £129.00

h: 41cm micro basin * SILRI605 £119.00
41cm micro basin black * SILRI605BLK £139.00

i: Wall mounted WC pan SILRI101 £330.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILRI501 £140.00
Wall mounted bidet * SILRI401 £340.00
Wall mounted WC pan black (not pictured) SILRI101BLK £389.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature black (not pictured) SILRI501BLK £185.00
Wall mounted bidet black (not pictured) * SILRI401BLK £411.00

j: Close coupled WC pan SILRI100 £199.00
Close coupled cistern for close coupled pan SILRI200 £173.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILRI501 £140.00
Close coupled WC pan black (not pictured) SILRI100BLK £229.00
Close coupled cistern for close coupled pan black (not pictured) SILRI200BLK £203.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature black (not pictured) SILRI501BLK £185.00

Back to wall bidet * SILRI400 £295.00
Back to wall bidet black (not pictured) * SILRI400BLK £332.00

k: Back to wall WC pan black SILRI102BLK £379.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature black SILRI501BLK £185.00

l: Back to wall WC pan SILRI102 £320.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILRI501 £140.00

Toilet seat without soft close feature SILRI500 £  66.00

k

* One tap hole
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Thames
Thames is an incredibly versatile design, its gently rounding form looking
at home in a contemporary or classic bathroom setting. Thames is the
starting price point of the Silverdale collection but comes with no less a
choice in its variety of pieces. Its deep rim flows throughout all items
within the collection pulling the design together and its ample basin size
and subtle soap area makes it a popular choice.

Luxury Ceramics Made in the UK
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ThamesCollection
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The rounded, ample sized basins within the Thames collection really show off the depth of the Pureglaze™ finish. Available in white as all Silverdale
pieces, each basin is branded with the Silverdale logo and the waste overflow complemented with a chrome ring.
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The Thames collection also offers two sizes of pedestal, a great option for the taller bather.
Remember to order your basin waste, they don’t come with the Thames basin collection.

a: 61cm basin (one tap hole) SILTH661 £125.00
Full pedestal 67cm * SILUNI300 £  68.00
61cm basin (three tap hole, not pictured) SILTH663 £125.00
Full tall pedestal 70cm *(not pictured) SILUNI305 £  84.00

b: 56cm basin (one tap hole) SILTH656 £109.00
Semi pedestal SILUNI301 £102.00
56cm basin (three tap hole, not pictured) SILTH657 £109.00

c: 56cm semi countertop basin (one tap hole) SILTH603 £190.00
56cm semi countertop basin (three tap hole, not pictured) SILTH633 £190.00

d: 45cm cloakroom basin (one tap hole) SILTH645 £109.00
Cloakroom full pedestal SILUNI302 £  90.00

e: 45cm cloakroom basin (one tap hole) SILTH645 £109.00
Cloakroom semi pedestal SILUNI303 £118.00

f: 45cm corner basin (one tap hole) SILTH601 £130.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00

Basin clicker waste in chrome JACUNI100 £  62.00
Universal basin bottle trap in chrome UNTACBBSCHR £  58.00

* For sizing on all pieces within Thames see page 92.



ThamesCollection
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Each pan in the Thames collection is created in a box rim finish to deliver a more effective flush. Choose from a standard close coupled toilet or for a more
contemporary look, try fixing the WC pan and bidet directly to furniture or a wall.

g
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To try a wall mounted toilet or bidet see page 72 for our range of hanging frames.

g: Close coupled WC pan SILTH100 £187.00
Close coupled cistern for close coupled pan SILTH200 £132.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILTH501 £140.00

45cm cloakroom basin * SILTH645 £109.00
Contemporary bottle trap (chrome waste cover under basin) JACUN1200 £129.00

h: Wall mounted WC pan SILTH101 £254.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILTH501 £140.00

Wall mounted bidet * SILTH401 £328.00

i: Back to wall WC pan SILTH102 £290.00
Toilet seat with soft close feature SILTH501 £140.00

Back to wall bidet * SILTH400 £328.00

Toilet seat without soft close feature SILTH500 £  62.00

* One tap hole
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BasinCollection
The basin is often the first piece of ceramic you choose for your new bathroom, ensuite or cloakroom and we have plenty to choose from at Silverdale. 
All hand made in our factory in Staffordshire to the highest possible standards and finished with Pureglaze™ treatment resulting in an unbeatable lustre
and depth of finish. All basins come as standard with the Silverdale logo, an unrivalled stamp of quality and completed with a stamp from the individual
potter that made the piece.

Brand your basin
If you want to have your basin fired with a
logo of your choice, we can do that too.
It may be you want a range of basins to 
refurbish your hotel, bar or even your own
family crest. All our fired ceramic pieces have a
lifetime guarantee, so your chosen logo will
shine for many years to come.
See some examples below, all it takes is a little 
imagination.
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Henley 45cm countertop basin  SILHE602  £189.00  (one tap hole)
Henley 45cm countertop basin black  SILHE602BLK  £211.00  (one tap hole)

Ascot 37cm countertop basin*  SILAS602  £198.00

Richmond 44cm semi countertop black basin *  SILRI606BLK  £220.00
Richmond 44cm semi countertop white basin *  SILRI606  £199.00

Richmond 44cm countertop basin white teardrop *  SILRI602  £199.00
Richmond 44cm countertop basin black teardrop *  SILRI602BLK  £221.00

Esher 40cm countertop basin *  SILES606  £199.00

Esher 44cm countertop basin *  SILES602  £199.00

Tate 45cm countertop black basin *  SILTA602BLK  £288.00
Tate 45cm countertop white basin *  SILTA602  £237.00

* No tap hole.

Oxbridge 60cm countertop basin *  SILOX601  £269.00 Windsor countertop basin *
White 60cm  SILWI660  £498.00 80cm  SILWI680  £590.00
Black 60cm  SILWI660BLK  £559.00 80cm  SILWI680BLK  £650.00
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BathCollection
Our Silverdale Baths have been selected to complement our UK manufactured ceramic designs. All are made from the highest grade acrylic which is heat
and vacuum moulded to form a beautiful looking, yet luxuriously comfortable bathe. Make your choice, knowing that they have all been manufactured
to our exacting standards and carry our lifetime guarantee.

Eternity
Length 170cm x Width 75cm x Height 56cm x
Bathing depth 42cm

Bath: ETBTH170WHI £496.00

Acrylic bath panels:
170cm front CLPNL170WHI £97.00
75cm end (left hand) CLPNL075LHWHI £75.00
75cm end (right hand) CLPNL075RHWHI £75.00

Length:180cm x Width 80cm x Height 56cm x
Bathing depth 42cm

Bath: ETBTH180WHI £525.00

Acrylic bath panels:
180cm front ETPNL180WHI £130.00
80cm end (left hand) ETPNL080LHWHI £85.00
80cm end (right hand) ETPNL080RHWHI £85.00

Right and left handed paneling
Pictured is a left handed bath panel, the opposite to
this would be a right handed bath panel.
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Classic
Length 170cm x Width 75cm x Height 56cm x
Bathing depth 42cm

Bath: CSBTH170NWHI £463.00

Acrylic bath panel:
170cm front CLPNL170WHI £97.00
75cm end (left hand) CLPNL075LHWHI £75.00
75cm end (right hand) CLPNL075RHWHI £75.00

TILEABLE BATH PANELS
Try our pre-formed easy finish tileable bath panels,
to create a more integral and luxury feature in your
bathroom. Our panels are pre-formed and easy to cut
down for any size of bath and our lipped panels help
create  a ledge around the bath. All panels are fully
waterproof and stable in a moist environment and
designed to be easy to install. What’s more they 
remove easily too as they come with adjustable legs,
for quick and easy access under the bath if
ever required.

180cm x 60cm x 3cm bath front panel
BPFRFF800 £119.00
80cm x 60cm x 3cm bath end panel
BPEND805 £79.00
2.05cm x 58cm x 3cm bath front panel with lip
BPFRTL800 £159.00
90.5cm x 58cm x 3cm bath end panel with lip
(left hand) BPENDTL905LH £99.00
90.5cm x 58cm x 3cm bath end panel with lip
(right hand) BPENDTL905RH £99.00



BathCollection
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Four stylish double skinned acrylic free standing baths to complement the Silverdale pottery designs. Select from curvaceous, rectangular and angular
styles all manufactured to exacting quality standards and supported with a lifetime guarantee. All our free standing range, come complete with chrome
clicker bath waste and are supplied and fitted with overflow and flexible hose.

Cube
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Cube Form

Culture Venice

Venice
Length: 180 x Width: 84 x Height: 73cm
FSBATH083  £1990.00

Form
Length: 190 x Width: 90 x Height: 60cm
FSBATH087  £1990.00

Cube
Length: 170 x Width: 80 x Height: 57cm
FSBATH084  £1990.00

Culture
Length: 180 x Width: 80 x Height: 60cm
FSBATH068  £1990.00
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Wessex

a: Bath pillar tap pair
JBRWE2000 £139.00

b: Basin mixer tap with pop up waste and eco click
JBRWE100ECO £119.00

Basin mixer tap with eco click
JBRWE101ECO £109.00 (not pictured)

c: Mini basin mixer tap
JBRWE416 £99.00

d: Tall basin mixer tap
JBRWE102 £199.00

e: Bidet mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRWE200 £140.00

f: Two tap hole Bath filler
JBRWE310 £241.00

g: Two tap hole bath shower mixer inc wall bracket
JBRWE302 £299.00

a b c d

BrasswareCollection
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Silverdale offer six comprehensive tap collections to suit your choice of ceramic pieces. All our taps have brass formed bodies with industry leading chrome
finish and come with a 10 year guarantee. Our taps have been tested and approved for use on both high and low pressure plumbing systems so you
can rest assured that they will maximise your flow rate no matter what your water pressure.
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Sutherland

a: Basin mixer tap
JBRSU101 £104.00

b: Basin mixer tap
JBRSU100 £118.00

c: Tall basin mixer tap
JBRSU102 £205.00

d: Bath pillar tap pair
JBRSU2000 £124.00

e: Two tap hole bath filler
JBRSU310 £221.00

f: Bidet mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRSU200 £165.00

g: Two tap hole bath shower mixer inc wall bracket
JBRSU302 £287.00

a b c d

67



BrasswareCollection
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Derwent

a: Basin mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRDER100 £119.00

b: Tall Basin mixer tap
JBRDER102 £199.00

c: Bidet mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRDER200 £140.00

d: Mono Bath filler
JBRDER300 £189.00

e: Micro basin mixer tap JBRJAC100 £98.00
Specifically to suit the Richmond and Henley
Micro basins

a b

e

c d
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Rutland

a: Bath pillar tap pair
JBRRU110 £130.00

b: Basin mixer tap
JBRRU101 £121.00

c: Tall basin mixer tap
JBRRU102 £179.00

d: Bidet mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRRU200 £180.00

e: Two tap hole Bath filler
JBRRU310 £190.00

f: Two tap hole Bath Shower Mixer inc wall bracket
JBRRU302 £245.00

a b

e f

c d



BrasswareCollection
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Highgrove

a: Three tap hole Basin mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRHIG102 £235.00

b: Basin Mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRHIG100 £179.00

c: Two tap hole Bath shower mixer
JBRHIG302 £349.00
Floor mounting legs (for baths with no tap platform
to affix to bath shower mixer)
JBRHIG311 £219.00

d: Bidet mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRHIG200 £199.00

e: Three tap hole wall mounted basin mixer tap
JBRHIG103 £267.00

a b

e

c d
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Windsor

a: Basin Mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRWI101 £285.00

b: Tall basin mixer tap
JBRWI102 £305.00

c: Bidet mixer tap with pop up waste
JBRWI200 £263.00

a b c



Guidance
There is quite a bit to take into 
account when buying a new 
Bathroom and as it’s not a 
purchase you make everyday, we
have tried to give you some 
guidance on the detail you’ll need.

Toilet Choice
Your big decision is what type of toilet you
require for the room:

Close Coupled Toilet

The ceramic cistern, holding the internal 
flushing mechanism, is fitted on top of the
WC Pan. Traditionally most toilets in UK
homes are this option. The WC Pan is
bolted to the floor and the Ceramic cistern
is bolted to the wall.

Back to Wall WC Pan

Quality Toilet Seats

When using furniture in the bathroom a
back to wall pan becomes a more obvious
choice, the internal flushing cistern is 
hidden within the furniture which, like a
ceramic cistern with lid will also allow 
access to it in case of any problems. 
Here the WC Pan is bolted to the floor
when installed.

Wall Mounted WC Pan

This option is the fastest growing trend, 
allowing cleaning under the pan and 
unbroken floor decoration. Like the ‘back
to wall’ option, the plastic internal flushing
cistern is held in furniture or behind a stud
wall, and the pan is mounted to a hanging

Water saving and
Environmentally Friendly
All our Silverdale toilets offer a dual flushing
cistern to reduce the amount of water 
required to flush the pan. Traditionally 
toilets used around 12 litres of water per
flush, but all our Silverdale pans have been
designed to reduce the amount
of water required to fully clean
the pan and come with a split 
4 and 6 litre flush option.

Wastes
All basins within the Windsor, Oxbridge
and Tate ranges come complete with
wastes, The Windsor and Oxford with 
ceramic clicker wastes and the Tate with a
pop up waste, with a magnetic colour
inset which you can change to suit your
bathroom décor. For all other basins you
need to decide whether to buy a tap that
comes complete with a pop up waste,
usually controlled by a rod coming out of
the back of the tap, or to purchase our
clicker waste.

We take a great deal of time creating a 
toilet seat to exactly match each WC Pan,
both in the quality, of materials, the 
subtleties of design and exact colour
matching to the Silverdale Collection. 
All our luxury seats are heavyweight and
fully wrapped to the pan, with a German
engineered and patented soft close 
mechanism that is concealed within the
seat. All come with a 
comprehensive 2 year 
guarantee on the materials
a full 10 year guarantee on
the soft close mechanism.

All seats come with a simple clip off 
mechanism for easy cleaning.
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All seats offer a smooth action that doesn’t
bounce or shake and a silent close that can
be forced by “little hands” without 
damage. Fitting is easy too and allows for
a 15mm adjustment.

frame as seen here. This frame is also used
if you require a wall mounted bidet to
match the toilet. See across for more 
details on how the frames work and over
the page for sizes.
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Clicker Waste Chrome
JACUNI100 £62.00

Basin pop up waste
UNTACPBSCHR £90.00

The most popular bath wastes to consider
are either a standard plug and chain or a
bath pop up waste, the latter of which is
operated by turning the overflow so that
the plug lifts in or out of position.

Bath pop up waste
UNTACPBTCHR £64.00

Bottle Traps
Designed to hide unsightly pipes under the
sink, the bottle trap can be used instead of
a basin pedestal.

Contemporary bottle trap chrome
JACUNI200 £129.00

Universal bottle trap chrome
UNTACBBSCHR £58.00

Frames supplied complete
with extension bolt set and
quick fix nuts.

Wall bracket and top of frame
designed for easy shelf
installation

All cisterns supplied with easy
use water isolation valve.

A selection of contemporary
press dual flush panels.

WC frames supplied with
self adhesive pan fixing

pad for sound deadening.

Large feet for easy rear fixing
(specially designed for UK
timber floor).

Easy install wall brackets for
vertical or horizontal fixing.

WRAS approved dual flush
cistern adjustable from 9/6 litre
and 4.5/3 litre.

Frame fully tested to 400kg
support weight.

0 to 280mm adjustable feet
with rubber sound deadening
pads.

Toilet Frame
We supply a premium range of frame 
systems for our wall mounted toilets and
bidets, specifically designed for the UK 
market and suiting most applications. 
They are all weight tested to 400kg, have
excellent sound deadening properties,
have adjustable height soil pipe clamps
and provide easy access and service.

82cm WC Frame complete with
Dual flush Cistern
WCFRAME820 £295.00

98cm WC Frame complete with
Dual Flush Cistern WCFRAME980 £295.00

118cm WC Frame complete with
Dual Flush Cistern
WCFRAME118 £295.00

Iso dual flush press panel – Chrome
WCISOPNLCH £48.00

Zone dual flush press panel – Chrome
WCZNEPNLCH £35.00

Deco dual flush press panel – Chrome
WCDECPNLCH £35.00

82cm Bidet Frame
BIFRAME820 £259.00

98cm Bidet Frame
BIFRAME980 £259.00

118cm Bidet Frame
BIFRAME118 £259.00

Concealed Cistern, Mechanical flush with
button
ECCIST820 £119.00

98cm Cistern only (requires press panel)
WCCIST980 £119.00

Check out the detailed technical
specification and dimensions on page 74.

Pop up waste 
controlled with rod
behind the tap.

Deco

Iso

Zone
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Windsor Technical Specification
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600mm basin 800mm basin

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Windsor ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 14 to 17.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.
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Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan

Back to wall bidet Wall mounted bidet



Oxbridge Technical Specification
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630mm basin 460mm cloakroom basin 600mm countertop basin 440mm undermounted basin

Full pedestal Cloakroom semi pedestal

Semi pedestal

480mm undermounted basin

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Oxbridge ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 18 to 23.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.
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Close coupled pan and cistern Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan Back to wall bidet

Wall mounted bidet



Tate Technical Specification
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650mm basin 600mm basin 700mm countertop basin 550mm countertop basin

Full pedestal

Semi pedestal 480mm cloakroom basin 450mm countertop basin

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Tate ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 24 to 29.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.
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Close coupled pan and cistern Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan Back to wall bidet

Wall mounted bidet



Ascot Technical Specification
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550mm basin 450mm cloakroom basin 550mm semi countertop basin 550mm inset vanity basin

Full pedestal

Full tall pedestal

Cloakroom semi pedestal

Semi pedestal

700mm countertop basin 550mm countertop basin 370mm countertop basin

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Ascot ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 30 to 35.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.
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Close coupled pan and cistern Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan Back to wall bidet

Wall mounted bidet



Henley Technical Specification
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600mm basin 550mm basin

550mm countertop basin

550mm semi countertop basin 450mm countertop basin

450mm cloakroom basin 410mm micro basin

Full tall pedestal Cloakroom full pedestal

Semi pedestal Cloakroom semi pedestal

550mm vanity basin

Left hand

Right hand

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Henley ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 36 to 41.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.
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Close coupled WC pan and shrouded cistern Close coupled pan and cistern Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan

Wall mounted bidetBack to wall bidet



Esher Technical Specification
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600mm basin 500mm basin 550mm semi countertop basin 450mm cloakroom basin with towel rail

Full pedestal Semi pedestal

440mm countertop basin 400mm countertop basin

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Esher ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 42 to 47.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.



Wall mounted bidet
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Close coupled pan and cistern Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan Back to wall bidet



Richmond Technical Specification
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55

48
.5

600mm basin 550mm basin 500mm basin 450mm cloakroom basin

Full pedestal

Full tall pedestal

Full pedestal Full pedestal Cloakroom semi pedestal

Semi pedestal

550mm semi countertop basin 440mm round countertop basin 435mm teardrop countertop basin

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Richmond ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 48 to 53.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.
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450mm corner basin Close coupled pan and cistern Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan

410mm micro basin Wall mounted bidetBack to wall bidet



Thames Technical Specification
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610mm basin 560mm basin 450mm cloakroom basin 560mm semi countertop basin

450mm corner basinFull pedestal Full pedestal Cloakroom full pedestal

Semi pedestal

Full tall pedestal Semi pedestal Cloakroom semi pedestal

45

40

These drawings show you all required sizes for our Thames ceramic range. For full range and colour reference, please see pages 54 to 59.
All measurements are in millimetres and drawings are not to scale.
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Close coupled pan and cistern Back to wall WC pan Wall mounted WC pan Back to wall bidet

Wall mounted bidet
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Silverdale Lifetime Reassurance
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e are immensely proud of the product we manufacture at Silverdale Bathrooms. It is manufactured by hand and checked by many to
ensure that the quality passes our exacting standards and that it reaches you in great condition. We are confident that it will give you

many years of pleasure and service. In the unlikely event that you experience any defects or are unhappy in any way, we guarantee to 
replace the product free of charge.

Our lifetime guarantee on the ceramic product we make is detailed within a guarantee card you will receive in each piece you purchase
from Silverdale Bathrooms Ltd. We ask that you complete and return the guarantee to us within 28 days of purchase to qualify for our 
extended manufacturers warranty.

Our products are guaranteed against manufacturing defect for the following periods:
- Ceramics - Lifetime
- Baths – Lifetime
- Brassware (excluding valves, O rings and seals) - 10 years
- Cistern Fittings – 2 years
- Toilet seats – 2 years (self close system 10 years)

Guarantee Terms:
Our warranty is in addition to your consumer statutory rights and does not affect those rights in any way. It is important to follow our 
instructions whilst fitting the products and to use the care instructions outlined in our guarantee card. Any claim under the guarantee
must first be reported to the retailer where you purchased your goods and must be accompanied by the proof of purchase.

This guarantee covers products supplied for installation into domestic premises in the UK and Ireland only. The guarantee may be 
transferred to a subsequent purchaser of the premises in which the product is initially installed, but it will not apply if the product is 
re-installed elsewhere. This guarantee does not extend to any item rendered defective by faulty installation, inappropriate use and 
accidental damage after purchase, nor does it cover normal wear and tear.

It does not extend to the replacement of any other household fittings arising from any claim. It does not extend to any fitting or 
installation costs, or to the replacement of any other household fittings arising from any claim.

W
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Silverdale Bathrooms Limited.
Silverdale Road, Newcastle under Lyme, Staffordshire ST5 6EL.

t: +44 (0)1782 717 175
f: +44 (0)1782 717 166

www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

In the interest of continual design, development and product improvement we reserve the right to amend or adjust specifications at any time. Where an identical product
is no longer available we will supply the nearest equivalent from our then current range. This guarantee covers products supplied for installation into domestic premises in
the UK and Ireland only. The guarantee may be transferred to a subsequent purchaser of the premises in which the product is initially installed, but it will not apply if the

product is re-installed elsewhere. This guarantee does not extend to any item rendered defective by faulty installation, inappropriate use and accidental damage after pur-
chase, nor does it cover normal wear and tear.
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